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Let’s Help Make the Future Female 

Type of activity: Connecting ideas, sharing experiences and learning 

Who is it for?  All the family, but younger members might need support 

Links to the SDGs:  

 SDG4 Quality Education https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/education/ 
 SDG5 Gender Equality https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/gender-equality/ 

What do I need?  
 Paper and pen 
 Access to the Internet (optional) 
 Creativity, reasoning, ability to listen and an open mind 

 

Introduction 
It is World Population Day on 11 July, a day on which we think about the problems and issues 
that the number of people on this bring to our planet. Population growth increases the 
competition for resources while weakening our ability to deal with climate change. One of the 
best ways to challenge these problems is to support the education of girls, both improving 
lives while also making Earth’s limited resources more secure.  

A high-quality education, which includes information and guidance around family planning and 
female reproductive health, can open up more personal choices and greater financial 
independence for young women.  

Educated girls earn more, they marry later, have smaller and healthier families and, in turn, 
invest in their children’s education. Therefore, educating girls helps populations become more 
resilient. Educated women can access and share the skills and knowledge needed to mitigate 
the effects of resource constraints and climate change. However, girls’ education is being 
severely affected by the Coronavirus and improvements to gain gender equality dramatically 
reduced. So how can we gain a better understanding of what it means for girls and women to 
have better education and how this affects our world’s population? 

Here is how… 

Spend some time with your family members talking about their experience of being at school 
and in education. If you are lucky to be able to talk to your grandparents or older relatives 
or family friends, that is even better. Maybe they have some old school photos they can show 
you. Use the photos to talk about their experiences and memories of school.  

 Were their experiences the same or different to each other?  
 What are the differences and similarities?  
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 What were the things they liked/disliked about school?  
 How much do they feel school had an impact on who they are today?  
 What is the one most important thing they learned at school? Is it still valid/useful?  
 How are these experiences different to your own? 

What now?  

1. Read the introductory text above again, and/or watch the video and read the PDF 
listed below to get more inspiration and understanding of these complex connections. 

2. Write down the key words listed below on a piece of paper.  
3. Cut them into pieces and place them face down on a table or carpet.  
4. Take turns picking slips and trying to make sentences that connect those words.  

  

Here is the list of words: 

Education knowledge independence 
Planning resilience freedom 
climate change health future 
resources income  
choice population growth  

 

More information 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUwmA3Q0_OE    Created by the American Museum of Natural 
History this video presents the world population timeline. You can use it to talk about other factors 
that impact on population growth. 

https://c15a759148e3465cc1e0-
b5c37212e1d32204235caf5298e9144a.ssl.cf5.rackcdn.com/2017/03/5.pdf The World’s Largest 
Lesson’s sheet on SDG5: Gender Equality gives some more information on the impact of having girls 
that are education because they were able to go to school. 

 

 


